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Working on your behalf 

The Federation of Mountain Clubs of British Columbia (FMCBC) is a 
province-wide umbrella organization dedicated to protecting and maintaining access to 

BC’s backcountry. 

Since 1972, we have represented the interests of outdoor clubs from every corner of the 
province and have provided a united voice on issues related to 

non-motorized backcountry recreation.

Our membership is comprised of a diverse group of thousands of non-motorized 
backcountry recreationists including hikers, rock climbers, mountaineers, 

mountain bikers, trail runners, kayakers, backcountry skiers, and snowshoers.

As an organization, we believe the enjoyment of these pursuits in an unspoiled environment 
is a vital component of the quality of life for British Columbians, and by acting under the 

policy of “talk, understand and persuade” we advocate for these interests.
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       Well, this summer and fall have 
been interesting! The Public Health 
guidelines for COVID-19 loosened 
somewhat over the summer, allowing 
some clubs to organize events (with 
restrictions). The increased infection 
rate in November has led to much more 
restrictive guidelines, which has great-
ly limited what we can do as member 
clubs. I am waiting for an update in  
early January, but I am not hopeful of 
any significant loosening of guidelines. 

I urge all members to keep up to date on 
the current guidelines and apply them 
to activities planned by individuals and 
clubs. The FMCBC will continue to 
monitor the situation and contact Public 
Health officials regularly to clarify how 
the guidelines apply to group activities 
in our situation.   
 
With the current restrictions keeping our 
‘bubbles’ restricted to immediate family 
households, the options for member 
club activities are extremely limited or 
impossible. When the restrictions are 
eased, check the FMCBC website at 
www.mountainclubs.org to find useful 
advice for club activities.   

DONATE TO THE FMCBC 
With the year-end rapidly approaching, 
now is the time to donate to the  
FMCBC, a registered charitable  
organization. Visit www.mountainclubs.
org/donate. Once you provide a one-
time or reoccurring donation, you’ll  
automatically receive a tax receipt on-
line to apply to your 2020 tax return. 
 
You can also view this webpage to 
find out about how you can support the 
FMCBC and choose where to allocate 
your donation, including advocacy 

efforts to reduce threats to backcountry 
access. 

One significant case is the ongoing 
conflict between the Nicola Valley Fish 
and Game Club case and the Douglas 
Lake Cattle Company. Commercial and 
private interests influence provincial 
and regional decision-makers. We need 
to have the resources to be able to  
monitor and counter proposals that 
would restrict access to the 
backcountry – for our member clubs 
and general non-motorized backcountry 
recreationalists.

2020 AGM 
The FMCBC postponed the 2020  
Annual General Meeting until  
September 2020 as we hoped to be able 
to host an in-person AGM. 
Unfortunately, this was 
not possible, so a virtual, 
online AGM was held 
on September 26. We 
weren’t able to meet with 
you in person, but we 
did address the annual 
meeting requirements and 
elected a new Board of 
Directors. Our previous 
President, Dave Wharton, 
had resigned prior to the 
AGM, but he remains 
our representative with 
the Outdoor Recreation 
Council of BC.  We hope 
to hold the 2021 AGM 
2021 in May 2021, but 
also have a contingency 
plan for holding another 
virtual AGM if in-person 
events are still restricted.  

President’s Message
Ken Orr
Chillwack Outdoor Club and Board President, FMCBC

FMCBC President, Ken Orr, near the Edmeston Road trailhead at Cultus Lake Provincial Park

 
 

 
SHARING IDEAS 
Let us know how you and your club 
are keeping your membership  
involved at a club level and with the 
FMCBC. Have you read the  
November 2020 monthly E-News-
letter from the FMCBC? You’ll find 
a series of online seminars to keep 
engaged and informed. You can find 
the latest edition of the E-Newsletter 
here.

Our Administration and  
Communications Manager, Chandra, 
edits and publishes the newsletter and 
the semi-annual Cloudburst. Make 
sure you are subscribed to receive 
the latest editions at mountainclubs.
org/subscribe. You can contact us by 
sending an e-mail to  
fmcbc@mountainclubs.org 
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Have you experienced the fantastic 
meadows and mountain terrain along 
the Singing Pass trail? These awe- 
inspiring views are located close to 
Whistler in Garibaldi Provincial Park.  

Since the 90s, the FMCBC has been 
working to resolve access issues for the 
Singing Pass trail, starting when the old 
logging road to the trailhead began to 
slump. Since then, another 5km of trails 
has been added - making the hike a 
30km round-trip.  

The plan to improve access at Singing 
Pass involves developing a new route 
on the north-side of Fitzsimmons Creek, 
starting at Lot 8, to rejoin the old Sing-
ing Pass trail on the south-side of the 
Creek. Lot 8 is managed by  
Whistler Blackcomb as part of the  
controlled recreation area or lease.  

Earlier in 2020, the FMCBC applied to 
build this new access route via  

submitting an application to Recreation 
Sites and Trails BC. See the proposed 
access route in our previous article 
update.  

The FMCBC recommends constructing 
a new footbridge bridge over  
Fitzsimmons Creek and building a short 
section of trail to connect routes.
See the trail map for the proposed route.  

Over the past several months, the 
FMCBC Recreation and Conservation 
Committee have sought approval from: 
First Nations, Whistler/Blackcomb (use 
of Lot 8 for parking), Whistler Sliding 
Center (use of access road), Innergex 
(use of the right of way at the IPP), and 
Recreation Sites and Trails BC (section 
57 approval). 

We’ve received a ‘green light’  
approval from the Whistler Sliding  
Centre, Innergex, and the Resort 
Municipality of Whistler. We’re still 

awaiting written approval from  
Whistler/Blackcomb and Vail Resorts.  
 
Jay MacArthur, a representative on 
the FMCBC Committee, met with Vail 
Resorts in early November to review 
the route. Prior to the meetings, Jay 
and Bryce Leigh, from one our mem-
ber clubs - the Alpine Club of Canada 
(Whistler section) - hiked the route in 
October.

To obtain funds to enhance the trail, 
including building a new footbridge, 
the FMCBC applied via the federal and 
provincial governments for an  
“Infrastructure Grant.” The estimated  
project cost is between $50,000 to 
$70,000. 

Help to enhance the Singing Pass trail. 
Donate to the FMCBC trail access 
enhancements fund at https://mountain-
clubs.org/donate. 

Project Update: Singing Pass Trail 
Jay MacArthur 
Alpine Club of Canada Vancouver Section and
Member of SW BC Recreation and Conservation Committee, FMCBC
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Singing Pass trail (Photo: Jay MacArthur)
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Day Pass Passes Up Much-Needed 
Work on BC’s Busiest Trails

Did you feel the BC Parks Day Pass 
system was valuable as a pandemic 
measure in 2020? Many members are 
concerned about the $800,000 expense 
since BC Parks already has limited  
resources. With the Day Pass system 
implemented in 2020, inexperienced 
hikers were often displaced off busy 
trails to other backcountry areas and 
increasing search and rescue calls. 
BC Parks also spent three months of 
staff resources to set up the Day Pass 
reservation system, install signage, and 
prepare mapping.  

Trail Bids and Work Delayed 
Due to BC Parks focusing efforts on the 
Day Pass system, trail work contractors 
could not submit bids until late summer 
or fall, resulting in contractor crews 
delaying the start of work on the trails 
until late October or early November. 

Two high-traffic trails - the Howe 
Sound Crest trail and the Black  
Mountain Plateau trail system – were 
scheduled to receive further trail  
enhancements by BC Parks in 2020. In 
November 2020, bridge and boardwalk 
materials were delivered to Cypress 
Provincial Park via helicopter and then 
manually hauled on-site. The work 
immediately came to a halt one or two 
days afterwards when winter appeared.
These are ongoing multi-year projects 
that are yet to be finished.  

Although previous trail work has been 
conducted on the main trail of Mount 
Seymour Provincial Park, the trail 
rebuilding project at one of BC’s busiest 
trails seems to be abandoned. The 
completed rebuilt 200-metre section of 
trails at Mt. Seymour is quite visible 
and consequently tempts hikers along 
the unfinished route - only to find that 
the new trail leads into dead-ends in the 
bush. The main trail at Mount Seymour 
is one of the most trekked trails in 
BC – and it’s deteriorating to the point 

TRAIL NEWS
Southwest BC Trails and Access Committee Report 
Alex Wallace
Committee Co-Chair, FMCBC

The FMCBC works to ensure British Columbia’s non-motorized recreation trails are  
recognized, protected, and maintained. FMCBC Committees play an integral role in  
supporting trails across the province. Join a Committee at mountainclubs.org/volunteer
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that it’s turned into a creek in sections 
or bashed into rubble by thousands of 
hikers. The trail has incrementally worn 
out over time and is in dire need of 
restoration; it may inevitably close in 
the next three or four years since it will 
become a safety hazard. 

Here’s the irony: could some of the 
$800,000 funds allocated during the 
pandemic been used to fix up or expand 
several high-traffic trails or refer people 
to less-travelled trails in BC’s  
Provincial Parks? Some of these aban-
doned projects have been ongoing or 
neglected from the 1960’s. 
 
During the pandemic, Lower Mainland 
hikers are looking to get outdoors, and  
over-crowding a handful of popular 
trails showcased on social media.  
Additionally, with the delay of trail 
work, capable and enthusiastic trail 
contractors will eventually avoid North 
Shore trail projects if they cannot get 
enough days of work in the summer 
or to complete work before snowfall; 
they’ll simply go where work is  
scheduled in a logical manner.

Mount Seymour Backcountry Trails 
Not surprisingly, Metro Vancouver did 

not show up to complete work on Dog 
Mountain at Mt. Seymour Provincial 
Park in Fall 2020 (year 2 of a 5-year 
project). Despite installing signage to 
prepare for trail work and notify recre-
ationists, these trails were too busy and 
unprotected from large crowds, includ-
ing hikers with pets.

Alternate places to explore 
There’s no doubt that hikers need assis-
tance in finding alternate trails. We all 
know how important it is to get outside 
and enjoy some fresh air especially 
during a time of isolation and physical 
distancing.  
 
Monika Bittel, the Co-Chair of the 
FMCBC SW BC Recreation and 
Conservation Committee has some 
great ideas. She’s proposed that BC 
Parks review its older hiking trails at 
Mount Seymour that are seldom used 
in summer, even though they still are 
displayed in old trail guidebooks. In 
fact, just a short distance to the east 
and west of Mt. Seymour’s Main trails, 
there are historic trails that can be 
restored to increase capacity at the park 
and move traffic levels off deteriorating 
trails so that work can be completed or 
to disperse traffic throughout the park. 

This Perimeter trail (pictured) is  
recommended by Monika to be  
explored and reworked. You can access 
this Perimeter trail from side trails at 
several points, including from the ski 
area, and many of the bridges in the 
area, which are still in great shape.  

You can reach quiet, spectacular view-
points at Depencier Bluffs within this 
destination, and head along several trail 
loops or to other backcountry destina-
tions from this key access trail.  
However, if you travel over Percy 
Creek, you’ll notice that the ‘temporary’ 
2x4 bridge has collapsed and needs to 
be replaced. The expansion of these trail 
networks could help get more  
recreationists out on the trails.  

The same over-grown, yet hidden, trail 
exists to the west of Mt. Seymour’s 
Main trails, where very few people 
trek to Hidden Lake and out to Third 
Lake off this trail. This old hiking trail 
is useable in summertime and offers 
great snowshoeing in winter at about 
1100-metres in elevation gain. Some of 
this trail is located as part of the Lower 
Seymour Conservation Area, but BC 
Parks has a co-management agreement 
with Metro Vancouver. Expanding 
this trail network is a worthwhile and 
eminently do-able project, but we are 
not sure why this hasn’t been pondered 
previously (thanks for the ideas,  
Monika!). 

To start off, BC Parks needs to update 
its outdated Mount Seymour Provincial 
Park Master Plan, so others can access  
augmented information on ski area 
boundaries, ski community recreation 
areas, and even the Provincial Park’s 
boundaries to help develop a feasible 
plan. Thankfully, Dawn Smith (BC 
Parks Planning Section Head) is finally 
updating the plan after a couple  
decades. 

Cloudburst Fall/ Winter 2020

Monika Bittel pointing out the  historic Perimeter Trail at Mount Seymour Provincial 
Park to increase capacity and disperse traffic at the park. (Photo: Alex Wallace)
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 The SWBC Recreation and Conser-
vation Committee and other FMCBC 
members have worked on a range of  
issues over the past several months. 
Here are highlights of some of the  
advocacy work on non-motorized  
recreation issues in southwest BC.

BC Parks’ Day-use Pass Pilot  
Program in Six Provincial Parks
On July 16, 2020, Minister Heyman 
reported that out of the $3.5 billion that 
the Province allocated for its Covid-19 
response, his Ministry applied for and 
received $8.1M for expenses related to 
BC Parks: 

“… to support additional park mainte-
nance, including compliance patrols to 
enforce the closures; to prepare parks 
for a gradual reopening that started in 
mid-May, when restrictions began to 
be relaxed, and continue to this day; 
to purchase personal protective equip-
ment, equipment and signage to manage 
park visitors; and to provide enhanced 
cleaning of high-touch surfaces when 
parks reopen. Much of this was supplied 
to park operators, and there was also 
some compensation for lost revenue, all 
of it wrapped up in the $8.1 million.” 

(41st Parliament, Fifth Session, Report 
of Proceedings (Hansard), Committee 
of Supply, Section C, Morning Meeting, 
p. 157) 

The FMCBC was frustrated to learn that 
none of the $8.1 million would be 
invested to increase capacity at parks

and on trails. Rather, BC Parks  
budgeted $800,000 for signage, infra-
structure and 23 new staff to imple-
ment a day-use pass system that would 
restrict access in six provincial parks. 
With the one exception of Mount 
Robson Provincial Park, all parks were 
in close proximity to Metro Vancouver, 
which has almost 47% of BC’s popu-
lation. With the surge in people rec-
reating outdoors, the restricted access 
placed enormous pressures on munici-
pal and regional parks and backcountry 
sites and trails that remained open.  

BC Parks maintains that the day pass 
pilot program was implemented to 
manage overcrowding that in turn 
leads to environmental impacts, such 
as trail widening, soil erosion, altered 
hydrology, and damaged vegetation. 
In the FMCBC’s view, we find that 
poor trail design, a 20-year history of 
little to no maintenance, a failure to 
expand recreational opportunities, a 
lack of rangers, and non-existent or 
dated park management plans have 
led to the overcrowding and envi-
ronmental impacts described by BC 
Parks. Some of the additional funds 
would have been better spent recruiting 
park ambassadors to direct visitors to 
lesser-known trails. With all efforts fo-
cused on developing and implementing 
the day-pass pilot program, BC Parks 
staff had little time to get much-needed 
trail work and infrastructure projects 
completed this year.  

The FMCBC’s preliminary evaluation 

of the BC Parks’ day-use pass program 
is reflected in the August 2, 2020 post 
on our website: A Review of the Day-
use Pass system from the FMCBC.

Land Resource Management Plan – 
Sea-to-Sky Corridor
In early July 2020, the FMCBC  
received notice that the Province legally 
implemented the non-commercial  
(public) winter recreation zoning  
established in the 2008 Sea-to-Sky 
Land and Resource Management Plan 
(LRMP). The FMCBC welcomed the 
news, because these public non-motor-
ized winter recreation zones are now 
legitimate, enforceable land use  
designations!

The public winter recreation zoning is 
based on recommendations made by the 
Winter Backcountry Recreation Forum, 
a multi-stakeholder group that met  
between 2002 and 2004 to address  
conflicts between public and  
commercial recreation and motorized 
and non-motorized users.  
 
The non-motorized representatives in-
cluded Michael Feller (BCMC), Mary  
Henderson (ACC-Vancouver), Lesley 
Bohm (North Shore Hikers), Mark  
Grist and Sandra Nichol (VOC), Pat 
Harrison (Valley Outdoor Association 
and Hike BC) and Monika Bittel  
(FMCBC). Despite resistance to 
non-motorized zones (versus shared 
use) and government/industry viewing 
heli-skiing as non-motorized, the rep-
resentatives succeeded in having areas 
designated for non-motorized winter 
recreation.    Continued on next page. 

RECREATION & CONSERVATION
Southwest BC Recreation and Conservation Committee Report 
Monika Bittel 
Committee Co-Chair, FMCBC
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Sea-to-Sky Land Resource Management Plan  
Non-Motorized Public Winter Recreation Zones 

 
 
See the map titled, Sea-to-Sky Land 
Resource Management Plan to find 
Non-Motorized Public Winter  
Recreation Zones. The map shows two 
public recreation zones where  
snowmobiling is prohibited:  

(1) RA1: No motorized use allowed
Blanca Lakes core, Callaghan, Lower 
Soo, Mount Currie, Gravell Creek, 
South Sims, Upper Elaho, Sky Pilot*, 
Mamquam East, Mamquam Lake 
South, South Ashlu*, Cloudburst,  
Westside Squamish River
*Commercial zoning for these areas is RA1-A, 
which allows for existing commercial use but 
prohibits expansion of tenures or new motorized 
tenures. 

(2) RA1-A: non-motorized recreation 
with air access
West Ashlu, North Ashlu, North  
Hibachi Ridge, Lizzie Creek, Miller 
Creek, North Sims, Birkenhead, South 
Creek, Upper Sockeye Creek, Phelix 
Creek West, Salal Creek, North Creek, 
Joffre Creek, Elaho alpine headwaters 
and Echo Lake 

Unauthorized occupation of Crown 
land in these areas, for uses that are  
incompatible with the established  
zoning from December 1 to May 31 
annually, is an offence under Section 
59 of the Land Act and is subject to a 
fine of up to $1,000. Ministry staff are 
currently working to clarify specific 
directions for certain zones, develop 
signage for specific winter trailheads, 
and increase awareness by including 
the zones on popular mapping applica-
tions, such as Trailforks.

Continued on page 10.
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Garibaldi Provincial Park –  
Winter access and parking at  
Rubble Creek  

In our last Spring edition of Cloudburst, 
we reported the lack of winter access to 
the Rubble Creek trailhead in  
Garibaldi Provincial Park; “no park-
ing / tow away” signs were installed 
in February 2020 and the access road 
and parking lot were not being plowed. 
We were seeking solutions to increase 
winter access.  
 
Although any loss of a non-motorized, 
backcountry recreation opportunity in 
the Sea-to-Sky corridor compounds 
over-capacity issues in other backcoun-
try areas, the loss of this access was 
particularly significant: 

(1) it left only two winter access 
points for Garibaldi Provincial Park, 
namely, Diamond Head and Singing 
Pass, both of which are at capacity 

(2) it was virtually impossible to 
access Garibaldi Lake and surrounding 
terrain, including VOC’s Burton Hut 
and the popular Garibaldi Neve  
Traverse 

(3) Garibaldi Provincial Park is the 
one predictable place where the public 
will not encounter snowmobiles or  
helicopters (excluding the Spearhead) 

(4) the trail to Garibaldi Lake has 
lower levels of avalanche hazards than 
most other trails in the region. Closure 
of this access point may push people 
into areas where hazards are greater. 

With winter approaching, on November 
18, 2020, the FMCBC submitted a letter 
to BC Parks asking that the Rubble 
Creek access road and parking for the 
Garibaldi Lake trail be plowed. The 
letter was featured in The Squamish 
Reporter, Pique Newsmagazine and The 

Squamish Chief. The FMCBC initially 
scheduled a meeting with BC Parks, 
but the October election delayed the 
planned meeting to discuss solutions. 

On December 1, 2020, the FMCBC, 
along with representatives from the 
ACC (Vancouver and Whistler sec-
tions), UBC Varsity Outdoor Club 
VOC, Friends of Garibaldi Park, and 
BC Mountaineering Club met with 
BC Parks to discuss winter access to 
the Garibaldi Lake trailhead.  At the 
meeting, BC Parks confirmed that the 
only viable access solution is to plow 
the road and parking lot for this winter 
season, because the Garibaldi Civil 
Defense Zone precludes parking along 
the lower section of the road. 

However, their request for funds to 
plow the road had been declined by the 
Executive. BC Parks staff confirmed 
their request pre-dated the election and 
the Premier’s new mandate letters to his 
new Ministers. With no funds available, 
BC Parks was willing to enter a part-

BC Parks installs “no parking”and “tow away zone” signage on the access road to the Rubble Creek trailhead in February 2020. Since then, after 
numerous efforts to increase winter access, the road and parking lot will be plowed for this winter (Photo: Monika Bittel).

nership agreement with a community 
organization, such as one of the  
FMCBC clubs, which would be  
responsible for fundraising the required 
money, establishing levels of service, 
and subcontracting the plowing.   

After the meeting, the representatives 
met to plan next steps, which included 
getting backcountry recreationists to 
write letters to MLAs, working through 
the logistics and feasibility of a part-
nership agreement, and drafting a new 
letter asking the Minister to reconsider 
the request in light of the new mandate 
letter. 

On December 3, 2020, all efforts came 
to a halt when the FMCBC and part-
nering groups received the happy news 
from David Whiteside, BC Parks  
Squamish Area Supervisor, that BC 
Parks found one-time funding to plow 
the access to Rubble Creek for this 
winter season. Joffre Lakes Park and 
Brandywine Park however would  
remain closed.  

Continuation of SW BC FMCBC Recreation and Conservation Committee Report 
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BC Parks installs “no parking”and “tow away zone” signage on the access road to the Rubble Creek trailhead in February 2020. Since then, after 
numerous efforts to increase winter access, the road and parking lot will be plowed for this winter (Photo: Monika Bittel).

The FMCBC believes the media’s
coverage of this issue, the letters to 
MLAs, and the new mandate letter 
played a role in the final outcome.  
Restoring winter access to Garibaldi 
Lake and surrounding terrain was a 
relatively easy way for the Minister to 
demonstrate his commitment towards 
fulfilling the new mandate, given that 
the quote for plowing services was in 
the range of $12,000 to $18,000 per 
year.

Funding for BC Parks and  
Recreation Sites and Trails BC 

In June 2020, the FMCBC submitted 
budget recommendations to the Select 
Standing Committee on Finance and 
Government Services for BC Parks and 
Recreation Sites and Trails BC  
(RSTBC):  

•  To increase in BC Parks’ by $60M to 
an annual budget of $100M, allowing 
BC Parks to fulfill its mandate and to 
hire more senior rangers and planning 

technicians to proactively respond to 
the heightened demand for recreation 
opportunities in parks.  

•  To uplift RSTBC’s operational fund-
ing by $4M over the next three years, 
allowing RSTBC to increase its staff by 
33% and operating budget by 30-40%. 

Thanks to all members who contributed 
to FMCBC’s budget submission,  
including Rupert Merer (ACC- 
Whistler) who submitted an analysis 
report that highlighted BC Parks’ focus 
on “frontcountry” activities, including 
campsites, to the detriment of back-
country trails and infrastructure.  

In August 2020, the BC Government’s 
Select Standing Committee on Finance 
and Government Services released 
its two-volume report. As in previous 
years, the Committee acknowledged the 
need for increased funding to help BC 
Parks and RSTBC address a backlog 
of maintenance, limited staff resources, 
and new emerging pressures, such as 
increased usage during the Covid-19 
pandemic. 

The Committee recommended increas-
ing operational funding for BC Parks 
and RSTBC to support staffing, moni-
toring and enforcement, maintenance, 
land management planning, oversight 
of public health and safety, and rec-
reational infrastructure and services, 
including promoting and supporting 
volunteer efforts.  

More public backcountry recreation 
opportunities are needed, given the 
upward surge in trail usage and outdoor 
activities this past summer. Residents 
would benefit from the creation of new 
trails and campgrounds and improve-
ment of older, established trail  
networks, infrastructure, and  
campgrounds.  

In the October-snap election, the 

FMCBC followed parties and saw all 
candidates make some short or vague 
statements about BC Parks in their  
platforms, although no costing or  
minimal additional funding were  
mentioned. 

It is therefore encouraging to see 
Premier Horgan’s mandate letter to the 
Minister of Environment and Climate 
Change Strategy recognize the height-
ened importance of outdoor recreation 
in the context of the COVID-19  
pandemic and assign a Parliamenta-
ry Secretary for Environment, Kelly 
Greene, to assist Minister George 
Heyman with the task of guiding work 
to create new campgrounds, trails, and 
protected areas; propose new funding 
to improve infrastructure; and ensure 
provincial parks remain affordable for 
British Columbians in the Minister’s 
new mandate letter. 

Hopefully, the new mandate marks a 
reset for BC Parks. 

Unfortunately, RSTBC and backcountry 
recreation opportunities on Crown land 
outside of provincial parks received 
no specific mention of the Minister of 
Forests, Lands, Natural Resource  
Operations and Rural Development in 
the Premier’s mandate letter. 

The only potential positive aspect is 
that the Ministry for Lands and Natural 
Resource Operations has been carved 
out of the unwieldly FLNRO, although 
the new ministry’s responsibilities 
and tasks remain unclear. With a more 
manageable FLNRO, perhaps RSTBC 
has a better chance to gain much needed 
funding and attention.

Cloudburst Fall / Winter 2020
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What gear do you usually bring along 
on backcountry adventures? We just  
discussed how recreationists,  
experienced or inexperienced, are  
moving more into the backcountry to 
avoid over-crowded trails or to avoid 
the ‘day pass’ system. 

Back in the dawn of time, Alex wrote 
a review for the Spot Gen 2 Satellite 
Device (two generations ago!) in a  
previous Cloudburst article. In this 
article, he will compare his experiences 
using the Spot 2 versus Spot 4 as a  
navigation and communication tool. 

Is Spot 2 Spot On or Spotty? 
The Spot 2 Satellite Device has been a 
reliable check-in and tracking emergen-
cy device for many backcountry users. 
You can call home or call for help via 
sending messages of your GPS location, 
even in places with no-cell service. 

Over the last seven or eight years, Alex

has used Spot 2 for messaging and for 
mapping trails to repair or reroute trails 
that are no longer used. As others may 
have found, the Spot 2 messenger takes 
a little while to locate your GPS  
position and send a message. Of course, 
there are situations, like heavy forest 
canopies or deep gullies, where the  
device cannot get a clear view of  
satellites to communicate - like any 
GPS device. However, this ‘spotty’  
reception can be overcome since the 
usual workaround is to find a clearing 
and then have a snack while Spot 2 
takes its sweet time to connect with 
satellites.  

At the same time, it’s slow-connecting 
capabilities provides another benefit – 
the device can retain a lot more power 
and battery life; the Spot 2 only uses 
one-quarter the transmitting power of 
most GPS units, particularly if you keep 

it turned off most of the trip. Alex has 
only replaced the batteries (three 
lithium AA batteries) in the Spot 2  
device regularly as part of his trip 
preparation of routine, since the  
voltage shows up as quite adequate – or 
unchanged - even after several years of 
sporadic use. On the other hand, if it is 
used as a tracking device, the battery 
life lasts only a month or two, so check 
out other alternate options if using this 
device to plot a route in heavy forest 
cover.  

Spot 2 does perform well as an  
emergency beacon though; it has proven 
its worth in many cases. One notable 
example includes a BC Parks ranger 
who broke his ankle on the first day of 
an off-duty ski trip. The ranger was able 
to use the Spot 2 to beacon an SOS, and 
he was extracted before he had to spend 
the night out in the open. However, 
because the Spot 2 is a one-way  
messaging device, his partner skied 
back to their truck to report the incident 
by cellphone from the highway, just in 
case the message had not been received, 
but she found the local Search and Res-
cue team arrived at the trailhead already 
and started unloading their gear.   

Is the Spot 4 worth an upgrade?

The redesigned Spot 4 Satellite Device 

The new Spot 4 Gen Satelitte Device (pictured). Alex recommends replacing the black strap with a bright-coloured collar to 
ensure you do not lose the communications and mapping device along your backcountry journeys. (Photo: A Wallace)

Spotting or Sharing Locations on Trails:
A review of Spot Gen 2 and 4 GPS Devices
Alex Wallace  
FMCBC SW BC Trail Committee

GEAR REVIEW 
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offers new features, such as enhanced
mapping and a weather-proof, water-
proof cover. It also uses 4 AAA  
rechargeable or 4 AA Lithum   
batteries instead (one more than the 
Spot 2 device) and comes in a black 
case with orange trim with a black strap 
on a stylish, locking carabiner, instead 
of the Spot 2’s bright orange design 
with black trim. (Other hikers have 
noted that the newer device is easy to 
leave behind though, or, even worse, 
backtracking to a previous location). 
The Velcro closure on the black strap 
also isn’t completely reliable in snowy 
conditions. 

Interestingly, Alex immediately  
replaced the black strap with a red dog 
collar (pictured on page 12) for  
visibility. He also recommends attach-
ing the Spot 4 securely to a backpack 
using the metal D-ring or fastening it 
inside the backpack on the key clip. 

The Spot 4 is still inexpensive at $150, 
and it can be tracked down for less.  
 
You can upgrade your subscription to 
include enhanced mapping features, 
such as getting notifications if you enter  
out-of-bounds areas.  
 
The subscription costs are just under 
$200 annually, if you add the $25 
GEOS Rescue Insurance option. Some 
people may find this cost appalling, 
but the costs have remained relatively 
steady for the last decade at $18/month 
and are significantly less in comparison 
to alternate gear or transportation costs.  
 
It’s a minimal expense for saving your 
life, if you hike or ski in the backcoun-
try on a fairly regular basis. If you are 
shopping for a GPS device, there are 
more expensive devices available that 
include two-way messaging, but the 
Spot 4 is a reliable, waterproof,  
inexpensive basic device, even if it’s 
not perfect.

In late 2020, the FMCBC received news 
that the legendary British climber and 
mountaineer, Doug Scott had died at the 
age of 79. You can read the story here.  

Mike Nash reminences about this  
legendary climber and mountaineer and 
tells us alittle bit about Doug’s story: 

I first heard Scott speak in the Banff 
Centre’s packed Eric Harvey Theatre 
when he was the opening keynote 
speaker for the Mountain Film Festival 
sometime in the mid-1990s. I clearly 
remember the Master of Ceremonies, 
Bob Sandford’s words after citing 
Scott’s many accomplishments, ending 
with a flourish: “…and this man ain’t 
done yet!”

A year or two later, taking advantage of 
Doug Scott’s presence at another Banff 
Mountain Festival, and as part of a local 
outdoor store’s presenter series, we 
invited him to Prince George on  
November 11th 1997 to give his  
‘Seven Summits’ talk in the University 
of Northern BC’s Canfor Theatre. When 
I picked him up at the airport in the late 
afternoon he had a huge climbers’ duffel 
bag that was brimming with tour-worn 
clothes and books to sign and sell: I 
tried and failed to pick up the bag. 

Despite looking a bit tired from a busy 
speaking schedule, and with a packed 
Canfor Theatre presentation barely two 
hours away, his first words to me were 
“Take me to your climbing gym.” I 
think this was Doug Scott’s way of re-
laxing before his evening presentation, 
and he did say in the interview linked 
below that he can get grumpy if he can’t 
climb. 

Unfortunately, when we pulled up at 
the gym’s door it was to find that it was 
closed for Remembrance Day, and the 
gym missed out on a rare promotional 
opportunity. Despite not being able to 
climb that day in Prince George, Scott’s 
presentation went well and afterwards 
we held a wine and cheese reception at 
my place where he was billeting before 
an early flight out the next morning.

Fast forward 21 years, and in November 
2018 my wife and I heard a now much 
older Doug Scott speak again at Banff, 
this time in an informal sit-down  
interview at the Mountain Book  
Festival. The occasion was the  
publishing of his new book, The Ogre, 
and I had a chance to chat with him 
briefly afterwards when he signed my 
review copy. That review was published 
in the Fall 2018 issue of Cloudburst 
magazine. 

The Ogre was unique for that genre in 
balancing his and Bonington’s epic  
adventure with a deep history of the 
area. It was to be the first of several 
such books, and one might hope that 
there is at least one more comparable 
manuscript ready to go.

To get a sense of who this man was, 
here’s a 12-minute interview, In  
Conversation with Doug Scott, filmed 
in 2013. In the interview he muses that 
it’s on the so-called ‘failures’ that more 
interesting things happen: quite often 
you can learn more about yourself.

Mike Nash

Legendary Mountaineer  
Remembered
Mike Nash
Caledonia Ramblers 

Cloudburst Fall / Winter 2020
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September 26 
We departed Abbotsford on Saturday 
to drive to Lake Louise (it’s about an 
8-hour trip). The fact we arrived there 
by the afternoon meant a ramble by 
Lake Louise - a great way to end the 
day and provide a leg stretcher.  
Fairview Lookout offers a lovely and 
quieter bench to see the lake and rock 
sentinels.

September 27  
Karin and I rented E-Bikes from  
Wilson’s in the Hamlet of Lake Louise. 
We rode 48 km that day. In the morning, 
we experienced the Great Divide Road, 
a former highway and place to nordic 
ski in the winter, just down the hill from 
Lake Louise and the towering Chateau. 

We then rode through the wooden portal 
(see photo on page 15) to Lake  
O’Hara parking lot and back (26 km). 
The Moraine Lake parking lot was 
packed, so we biked the 22 km return 
trip to Moraine Lake and back in the 
afternoon. You’ll see plenty of golden 
larches, and ten ‘not-to-miss’ snow- 
packed peaks with a cathedral of white 
snow. 

September 28  
The next day we trekked to Saddleback 
Pass, leaving at dawn. The parking lot 
was not quite as full. Yet the golden 
larches were at their exquisite best; the 
colourful forest was like a lantern glow-
ing with sheer beauty. Saddleback Pass 
once had a tea hut but it’s now faded 
and forgotten history. We lingered 

and loafed at Saddleback bathing in the 
light and warmth of the sunshine, debat-
ing whether we hike Fairview Peak, and 
trek back via the Paradise-Sheol or re-
turn along the route we came. Multiple 
photos were taken from various angles; 
we were mesmerized by the golden 
larch’s beauty.

September 29  
Our journey began with a visit to Ruthie 
Oltmann in Exshaw. Ruthie wrote the 
first guidebook for travelers to   
Kananaskis. The guide also includes the  
biography of the legendary Lizzie  
Rummel, a close friend.  
 
The guidebook referred us to climb up 
the solid and artistic rock steps to Lake 
Oesa - and on the magnificent rock 
steps beside the cascading waterfalls at 
Grassi Lakes (named after Lawrence 
Grassi), where we spent the afternoon 
afterwards visiting Ruthie. 

Ron and Karin Dart admiring the vistas and larches at Taylor Lake (Photo credit: All article photos courtesy of Ron Dart)

MOUNTAIN TRIPS

Golden Larch Fest: Lake Louise  
September 26 - October 1
An Adventure by Ron & Karin Dart
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If you’re looking for a good read, check 
out the recent biography of Lawrence 
Grassi. It’s worth the read! 

Needless to say, the golden larches were 
ever abundant. It was a worthwhile 
trek through the narrow canyon to yet a 
higher lake for the many rock climbers 
at the far end of upper Grassi Lake.  

September 30  
If you want to take in grandoir beau-
ty, travel to see the golden larches at 
O’Brien Lake, just above Taylor Lake. 
The ridge above Taylor Lake provides a 
short ramble to explore outstanding  
vistas and larches in their autumn  
galore. Many go to the Larch  
Valley-Sentinel above Moraine Lake to 

see the golden larches, but Taylor and 
Saddleback put on a finer show.  
 
While Karin and I were sitting by  
Taylor Lake, we admired when the 
mist and clouds lifted to reveal fresh 
snow-clothed mountains. We were also 
delighted and surprised to meet  
Martin-Sue Abegg (who were in Lake
Louise for the week).  
 
We spent a couple of hours with our 
friends at Taylor Lake. We rested at the 
hostel in Lake Louise later that night.

October 1  
We returned to Abbotsford again, but 
not without pleasurable and fond  
memories of the golden larch fest. 

Cloudburst Fall / Winter 2020

Golden Larches

Rock cathedrals, dusting of snow on them,  
gaze down, silent, much seen.
They will last the winter.
They have weathered many storms and 
winters.

Spring and summer season of the journey 
finished for the golden larches,  
no return to beginnings,  
their season in time over and done.

Final autumn gift, thin needles turn  
golden yellow, high alpine trails  
carpeted in soft larch middens,  
pathways to walk for those,
carving their way to the high regions,  
easing their journey,  
trees aglow like lanterns,  
beckoning to another dimension.

Snow returns, golden needles fade,  
return to the soil,  
final autumn phase bountiful beauty, 
a royal road for others to walk.
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In early September 2020, Judy and I 
did a four-day, 50-kilometre backpack 
around the northern loop of the famous 
Rockwall Trail in Kootenay National 
Park; plus a side trip to Goodsir Pass. 
 
The first day took us along the well-
named Ochre Creek, past the ‘Paint 
Pots’ feature where ochre mining used 
to take place, on to the confluence with 
Helmet Creek and thence to the Helmet 
Falls campsite. Fifteen kilometres in 
all and starting around noon with full 
backpacks, it was a demanding hike 
that got us to the campsite just an hour 
before dark. The many avalanche paths 
on the first and last days of this hike 
kept us alert for grizzly bears. 

Day-2 was an easier day hike up to 
Goodsir Pass, with its classic view of 
several ten and eleven-thousanders   

following a gorgeous stroll through 
higher elevation Larch forests. It was 
better than the more popular nearby 
Lake O’Hara, we felt. On the way back 
we were lucky to see a curious Long-
tailed weasel in a Larch tree. 

The third day saw us on the  
13-kilometre high traverse along the 
Rockwall Trail from Helmet Falls,  
beneath the northern end of the  
Rockwall, through many kilometres of 
Larch forests and across the Wolverine 
Pass meadows that are reminiscent of 
a scene from the Alps. A steep descent 
late in the day brought us to the large, 
sprawling Tumbling Creek campsite 
where it can be a challenge to find the 
exit trail amid the maze of campsite 
paths. Although the campsites were 
busy, we pretty much had the trails to 
ourselves as people spread out during 

the day. The final day was down the 
steep-sided Tumbling Creek with its 
many avalanche paths, waterfalls and 
occasional bear sign. 

All in all, this was without a doubt one 
of the finest backpacking hikes that we 
have done and we highly recommend it. 
And, we only saw a part of the area, as 
the Rockwall Trail continues south to 
Floe Lake with several exit options out 
to the highway. We have compiled the 
four days into four YouTube episodes 
View one or all four episodes here.
(All four videos are a total of 28 min.)

Send us your backcountry 
mountain trip stories!

We’d love to include your story in 
an upcoming Spring/ Summer or 
Fall/ Winter Cloudburst edition.

We’re seeking hiking, mountain  
biking, kayaking, canoeing, snow-
shoeing, skiing, and climbing 
adventures. 

Send your stories to cloudburst@
mountainclubs.org. Be sure to 
include photos and photo captions 
from your adventure!

 
Help protect backcountry 
areas and non-motorized 
recreation in BC

We need your help! Donate and  
support our advocacy efforts to  
protect outdoor recreation. Visit 
mountainclubs.org/donate to 
submit your tax-deductible donation.  
Thanks for your support!

A Trip Along the Rockwall Trail
An Adventure by Mike Nash 

 Judy Lett crossing the Vermillion River.  
(Photo extracted from trip video supplied by Mike Nash)
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All photos extracted by trip videos supplied by Mike Nash. View one or all four videos here. 
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The end of seven decades does call 
forth some rambling memories from the 
past and repeat trips in the present.  
 
I lived in Switzerland from 1972-1974 
and took in some fine Swiss peaks. I 
was asked in 1975 to assist in the build-
ing of a mountaineering program in the 
Crowsnest Pass (see pg. 19 for photo of  
rappelling) and in February of 1976, 
a few of us did a winter touring ski 
trip into Cathedral Provincial Park; 
we snow caved and skied Quiniscoe 
Lake (see photo on next page). The 
Chillwack Outdoor Club (COC) also 
did a weeklong trip in Cathedral more 
than a decade ago, hiking most of the 
charming pathways. So, July 23-26 this 
year, Karin and I wandered Diamond, 
Glacier, and Ladyslipper Trails. The 
rim beckoned us, Smokey the Bear and 
Giant Cleft welcomed us, and the goats 
patiently posed for photos.    

A few of us skied under the full moon 
in December of 1976 to Mount  
Assiniboine. The nights were bright 
from the lantern of the night; we  
spent full moon hours on the slopes, 
where the warm fires in the small 
wooden cabins lured us home after 
hours and we admired the bright stars. I 
led a COC trip (a total of 30 people) for 
a weeklong trip to Assiniboine in 2013. 
Those who attended the trip now have  
 memorable albums of the diverse  
rambles and exquisite loafing days  
under the blue canopy. I have  
travelled the area many times over the 
year, often either Sunshine to  
Assiniboine or Arnica Lake-Shadow 
Lake-Sunshine. Our daughter was keen 

to do Decker Loop and Blackcomb 
Lake in July for her 36th birthday. We 
spent a splendid day by the lake, while 
the snow was still lingering. We enjoyed 
the views across the Fitzsimmons. It’s a 
beauty! The Black Tusk is prominent in 
our views - and birds are ever eager for 
treats (see photo, pg. 19).    

Karin and I brought our bikes with us. 
We biked the 12 km-long trip and 1000-
foot ascent up Redearth Trail towards 
Shadow Lake. We locked our bikes to 
a tree after the initial 10 km, and hiked 
the final 2.2 km to Shadow Lake (a trip 
total of about 3.5 hours). 

On the next day, we headed to Gibbon 
Pass - with Twin Lakes beneath - and 
then hiked upward to the summit of 
Little Copper Peak. Such sights can 
be seen from the spacious perch! The 
day was still a lingering beauty as we 
crossed the valley. We stopped for the 
afternoon to enjoy the warmth of the 

sunshine at the base of Storm Mountain.  
 
On the next day, we headed to the ex-
pansive waterfalls and Amphitheatre at 
the far end of Shadow Lake. We trekked  
up over rock faces near foaming water-
falls and through thinning forests.  
(I might add that neither the Little  
Copper Peak nor Amphitheatre ice 
caves trails are on topographical maps).  
 
The ice cave at the far end of the 
Amphitheatre is a ‘not-to-miss’ spot to 
crawl in when in the Shadow Lake area. 
On our last day of the trip, we looped 
around the opposite side of Shadow 
Lake towards Ball Pass and Whistling 
Pass. The day ended with a return to our 
bikes, and the rapid descent took less 
than an hour. In summary, Shadow Lake 
offers superb treks in multiple direc-
tions. You’ll love the abundance of rock 
cathedrals and glaciers in abundance. 
Indeed, a lovely way to celebrate my 
70th birthday.

Reminiscing about 7 decades of hikes
Ron Dart looks back over the past 70 years as he celebrates his milestone birthday trip
Chilliwack Outdoor Club
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Support the Member Grant Program 
We’d like to thank Back Forty Lifestyle Co. for donating 5% of all house-brand 
sales to the Federation of Mountain Clubs of BC! 

Their donations go directly into our Member Club Grant fund, which supports 
club-initiated projects like trail & hut upgrades, education & safety training, and so 
much more.

Visit the Back Forty Lifestyle Co. website at https://backfortylifestyleco.ca 
for outdoor attire and make a purchase. 5% of all Back Forty Lifestyle Co. brand 
attire and gear goes towards projects that enhance trails & backcountry recreation!

Do you have a story to tell? Would like to 
share tips with other backcountry clubs?
 

Share your tips, trips, and other helpful information with other member clubs.

We invite member clubs to exchange ideas and information about successes. 
These could include promotional materials and suggestions, safety tips,  
leadership trips, and more. If you have any ideas, stories, or tips to share,  
send them to fmcbc@mountainclubs.org

Ron Dart helped to build the  
mountaineering program in  
Crowsnest Pass  (Photo credit: R. Dart)
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To Live: Fighting for life on the 
killer mountain 

By Élisabeth Revol
Published by Vertebrate Press,  
October 2020 

and most dangerous mountains, 
at night, in winter, without 
supplemental oxygen, and one 
of them was now blind through 
a combination of ophthalmia 
(snow blindness) and possibly 
pulmonary and/or cerebral  
oedema (high altitude sickness).

Thus began Élisabeth Revol’s 
epic descent and deep  
survival story, replete with two 
high altitude winter bivouacs 
without gear or tent, and a heroic 
rescue effort mobilized from 
around the world that involved 
already acclimated climbers 
being flown by helicopter from a 
parallel winter attempt on K2.

This hardcover book is not long, 
only 126 pages plus end  
materials comprising histories, 

tributes, maps and notes (no index). It 
is as much about Revol’s inner journey; 
her agonies, thoughts, relationships on 
the mountain and back at their respec-
tive homes in France and Ireland, as she 
struggles on the edge of what’s humanly 
possible to survive, all the while agoniz-
ing over her decision to leave Tomasz 
Mackiewicz in a crevasse at 7,283 m 
(23,894 ft) elevation. She had been 

On January 25, 2018, French climber 
Élisabeth Revol and her Polish climbing 
partner Tomasz Mackiewicz reached the 
8,126-metre summit of Nanga Parbat 
to complete the second winter ascent 
and the first female winter ascent of the 
mountain. It was their third joint  
attempt to climb Nanga Parbat in  
winter, and Mackiewicz’s sixth, making 
it very personal for both of them.

Revol and Mackiewicz had complete-
ly different styles and approaches to 
climbing, but they were also strangely 
complimentary. Yet, despite Revol’s 
intense focus on safety protocols, the 
mutual agreements that they had forged 
in previous high altitude winter as-
cents, in her words “…collapsed like 
houses of cards” in their final push for 
the summit. The first hint of trouble 
came earlier on their summit day climb 
when Mackiewicz declined or ignored 
Revol’s suggestion that he put on his 
goggles.

Revol’s euphoria on reaching the  
summit instantly turned to shock and 
horror when Mackiewicz joined her 
there in the encroaching darkness and 
announced that he could no longer 
clearly see her headlight. They were on 
the summit of one of the world’s highest 

GOOD READS

To Live: Fighting for life on the killer mountain
Author: Élisabeth Revol 
Reviewed by Mike Nash 
Caledonia Ramblers
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persuaded via her InReach satellite communication device to descend alone on the grounds that Mackiewicz could go no far-
ther and that a high altitude helicopter rescue of more than one person from that location would not be possible. Yet as time 
went on, it became clearer that there would be no rescue at all for Mackiewicz and that the rescue efforts would be focussed 
solely on Revol. She was persuaded to descend on a different route than that of their ascent, one that was more direct but 
which she lacked the necessary knowledge and gear to complete successfully on her own. She was descending into a trap that 
left her entirely dependant on rescue.

I had just finished reviewing Bernadette McDonald’s ‘Winter 8000,’ the account of the winter ascents of all but one of the 
world’s 8,000-metre peaks, in which she describes Élisabeth Revol and Tomasz Mackiewicz’s winter ascent of Nanga Parbat. 
(You can see the book review on the next page). So it was very timely to receive and read this very personal account. I also 
found it interesting and relevant to have read Sandy Allan’s ‘In Some Lost Place: The first ascent of Nanga Parbat’s Mazeno 
Ridge,’ which I reviewed in the Fall/Winter 2015 Cloudburst.

To say that ‘To Live’ is riveting would be an understatement; but it is also a deeply introspective and personal look into the 
lives of two very independent high altitude climbers. Revol went through different agonies during the months after her  
rescue, as she struggled with the death of Mackiewicz and the worldwide storm of media attention. In May 2019 she returned 
to the high mountains with a relatively straightforward (for her) ascent of Everest, but which she capped less than 24 hours 
later with a solo ascent from her South Col camp of the adjacent Lhotse, at 8,516 metres (27,940 feet), the fourth highest 
mountain in the world.

~~~~~

‘To Live: Fighting for life on the killer mountain’ by Élisabeth Revol; Vertebrate Publishing, October 2020; 192 pages, plus 
an 8-page colour section; Hardback; Retail price £24.00; ISBN 978-1-839810-17-6. https://www.v-publishing.co.uk/books/ 
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Ron & Karin Dart enjoyed the views across the Fitzsimmons, including the prominent Black Tusk and their visits from birds eager for a 
treat. See the full story on page 18.  (Photo: Ron Dart)
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Bernadette McDonald is the author of 
a dozen books on mountaineering and 
mountain culture. She won the UK’s 
prestigious Boardman Tasker Prize 
twice, the Banff Award for Mountain 
Literature twice, and the Banff Moun-
tain Book Festival’s Grand Prize, 
among others. She was the founding 
Vice President of Mountain Culture 
at the Banff Centre and director of the 
mountain festivals there for 20 years, 
where she undoubtedly made many  
contacts in the international climb-
ing community. The mountaineering 
community in North Central BC first 
encountered McDonald decades ago 
when she was the first to bring the Banff 
Mountain Film Festival World Tour to 
Prince George. 

McDonald is best known for her books 
about Polish climbers. Her latest work, 
‘Winter 8000,’ a finalist again for the 
2020 Banff Mountain Book Festival, 
is no exception. In the aftermath of the 
Second World War, Polish climbers in 
the Soviet occupation era were largely 
restricted to their own country, and they 
missed out on the first ascents of the 
World’s fourteen highest (8,000-metre) 
peaks that began with the French climb 
of Annapurna in 1950. They lacked the 
freedom to travel and the means to pay 
for it in foreign currency even if they 
could; but they did not lack mountain-
eering skills, toughness and the will to 
win; nor the ingenuity to find ways to 

finance it. Having missed the chance to 
be part of the first wave of 8,000-metre 
conquests, they came up with a more 
audacious goal: they would be the first 
to climb them all in winter. Krzysztof 
Wielicki, having climbed all fourteen 
8,000ers, including the first winter 
ascents of Everest, Kangchenjunga and 
Lhotse, would afterwards say: “My 
generation really got kicked in the butt, 
which made us harder in body and  
spirit and we reaped the benefits later.”

This book is not exclusively about 
Polish alpinists, but a quick scan reveals 
that twelve of the fourteen 8,000-metre 
first winter ascents were made by, or 

included Poles, beginning with Everest 
in 1980 on their first attempt. The only 
exceptions being Nanga Parbat, which 
was winter-climbed by an international 
team in 2016, and K2 which has yet to 
be climbed in winter: https://rockandice.
com/climbing-news/k2-in-winter-can-it-
ever-be-done/.

The book begins slowly and climbs 
to a nail-biting crescendo. The final 
chapters cover the most recent decade, 
with a new generation of Polish ‘Ice 
Warriors’ vying to complete the work of 
their forebears and culminating with a 
successful winter ascent of Broad Peak 
in 2013. Although successful, this was

Winter 8000: Climbing the World’s Highest  
Mountains in the Coldest Season 

Author: Bernadette McDonald
Published by Vertebrate Press,  
September 2020  
 
Reviewed by Mike Nash 
Caledonia Ramblers 

‘Winter 8000: Climbing the World’s Highest Mountains in the Coldest Season’ was 
a finalist again in the 2020 Banff Mountain Book Festival. 
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not a happy climb as two of the four 
summiteers died on the descent. 

Three years later, the first winter ascent 
of the even more dangerous Nanga 
Parbat was at last achieved in February 
2016 after some 34 serious prior  
attempts. That wasn’t the end of the  
story for Nanga Parbat. McDonald 
relates the dramatic 2018 high altitude 
rescue of French climber Élisabeth 
Revol on her descent by Polish climbers 
who were making an attempt on the 
adjacent K2. 

Again in 2019, she relates the  
unsuccessful rescue attempt of two 
climbers, one of whom was Tom 
Ballard, son of British climber Alison 
Hargreaves who had died descending 
from the summit of adjacent K2 in 1995 
- a double family tragedy. Climbing and 
camping in the death zone in winter, 
where winds can exceed 100-150 
kilometres per hour and temperatures 
can drop below minus 40-50 degrees 
Celsius, inevitably produces its share 
of disasters, and the burden is shared 
with the family members who are left 
behind. 

And so the adventure continues, with at 
least one more chapter still to be  
written: https://adventureblog.
net/2019/05/polish-team-delays-win-
ter-k2-expedition-until-2020-2021.html 

For anyone interested in the history of 
Himalayan climbing, this is an essential 
book, well written, with good end 
 sections that include appendices, 
chapter notes, a bibliography and index. 
In particular, I made frequent use of 
the two appendices detailing the key 
climbers and the chronological list of 
8,000 metre first winter ascents and the 
respective ascensionists.  

***** 

‘Winter 8000: Climbing the World’s 
Highest Mountains in the Coldest 
Season’ by Bernadette McDonald; 
Vertebrate Publishing, September 
2020; 256 pages with 2x 8-page co-
lour plates; Hardback; Retail price 
£24.00; ISBN 978-1-912560-38-7. 
https://www.v-publishing.co.uk/
books/narratives/winter-8/  

*****

Cloudburst Fall / Winter 2020

Get Involved with the  
Federation 
 
Here’s how you can get involved:
1. Help fundraise to raise funds to 
support advocacy efforts, including 
protecting and increasing access to 
non-motorized trails.

2. Join a Committee to discuss 
issues or provide a stronger voice to 
protect key recreational areas, and 
develop strategies for the recreation 
and maintenance of parks in BC. 
Sign up at  
mountainclubs.org/volunteer

 

3. Donate to the  
FMCBC and  
support advocacy 
 efforts or help fund 
trail projects under  
the Club Member 
Grant Program at  
mountainclubs.org/
donate

4. Write about your 
hiking, climbing, or 
kayaking adventure. 
 
Submit your story and 
photos to be included 
in the next edition of 
Cloudburst. Email
cloudburst@ 
mountainclubs.org
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This is a guidebook that should  
ideally be reviewed after using it in 
the field. However, since Covid-19 has 
severely curtailed travel to, and within 
Europe for the time being, I have gone 
ahead now. So, what’s the relevance of 
this book for BC hikers? Simply that 
many FMCBC members have hiked, 
or plan to hike what the book’s subtitle 
describes as “the most iconic long-dis-
tance circular trail in the Alps.” 

The route covers 169 kilometres, loop-
ing through France, Italy and Switzer-

land. The book’s publisher claims that 
it is “the most definitive guidebook for 
one of the most famous long-distance 
trails in the world.” Whether or not 
this is a fair comparison, the book does 
stand out for its conciseness, detailed 
information and 1:40,000 colour topo 
maps (2.5 centimetre to 1 kilometre grid 
squares) of the entire route. It differs 
from most North American guidebooks 
given the highly developed supporting 
infrastructure available to hikers in the 
European Alps.

There are 165 waypoints that identify 
key intersections and points of interest 
(plus nine route variations), and 34 tim-
ing points for pacing and accommoda-
tion planning. There are more than 130 
accommodations and campsites listed 
with names, addresses, websites, phone 
numbers, email addresses, numbers of 
beds, and dates open. Also included are 

local tourist offices, emergency  
services, mountain rescue, and  
transportation websites for trains, buses 
and taxi transfers.

Kingsley Jones appears to have  
excellent experience and knowledge 
of the Tour du Mont Blanc accord-
ing to the ‘About the Author’ section, 
having guided trekking and running 
groups there more than 50 times. His 
colour-coded time and distance scales 
cover four classes of trail users: ‘walk-
ers,’ ‘trekkers,’ ‘fast packers’ and ‘trail 
runners.’ As well, there is plenty of 
information on various aspects of hiking 
or running the trail, including season-
al weather, safety, mountain rescue, 
equipment, training, skill requirements 
and more.

All this is packed into a small, palm-
sized book weighing a mere 155 grams. 

Tour du Mont Blanc 

Author: Kingsley Jones
Published by Vertebrate Press,  
April 2020 
 
Reviewed by Mike Nash 
Caledonia Ramblers 
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A downside of this compactness is that 
you might need a magnifying glass to 
read some of the print, especially the 
list of accommodations and campsites; 
but a compass baseplate magnifier 
should suffice for this purpose.

The companion folding waterproof map 
of the Tour Du Mont Blanc is  
well-suited for use on the trail, and is 
sold separately. It has the identical topo 
sheets as the guidebook, but combined 
into five larger maps. It also has a 
downloadable GPX file, a complete el-
evation profile, references and other es-
sential information that tie to the guide-
book. Although the book alone could 
suffice, it would definitely be worth-
while getting both for the ease of use 
and bigger picture situational awareness 
afforded by the weather-proof folding 
map on the trail, and the in-depth infor-
mation in the guidebook for planning 
the next day’s activities from the com-
fort of the evening shelter.

~~~~~

‘Tour du Mont Blanc: The 
Most Iconic Long-distance, 
Circular Trail in the Alps 
with Customised Itinerary 
Planning for Walkers, Trek-
kers, Fastpackers and Trail 
Runners’ by Kingsley Jones; 
Vertebrate Publishing, April 
2020; 140 pages; Paperback; 
Retail price £16.95; ISBN 
978-1-912560-72-1
https://www.v-publishing.
co.uk/books/walking/walk-
ing-tour-du-mont-blanc/

‘Tour du Mont Blanc Guide-
map: Easy-to-use Folding 
Map and Essential Informa-
tion, with Custom Itinerary Planning 
for Walkers, Trekkers, Fast Packers and 
Trail Runners’
Vertebrate Publishing, April 2020; 
Waterproof Map; Retail price £14.95; 

ISBN 978-1-912560-97-4
https://www.v-publishing.co.uk/books/
walking/walking-tour-du-mont-blanc-
guidemap_1/ 

Our member clubs represent nearly every region in British Columbia. They act as contact points for local matters and  
together provide a united voice on issues related to non-motorized backcountry recreation in BC. 

Cloudburst Fall / Winter 2020

Welcome Indigenous Women Outdoors!
Our newest club member, Indigenous Women Outdoors, helps Indigenous women 
living on unceded Sḵwx̱ú7mesh, Líl̓wat, səlil̓ilw̓ətaʔɬ and xʷməθkʷəy̓əm territories to 
connect with the land and each other by creating safe opportunities that eliminate  
barriers to getting into nature.  

View more information about Indigenous Women Outdoors on their website at  
https://indigenouswomenoutdoors.squarespace.com/
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French mountaineer Lionel Terray was 
one of the most respected post-war 
alpinists, achieving fame for his second 
ascent of the North Face of the Eiger in 
1947 and as a key member of Maurice 
Herzog’s celebrated 1950 Annapurna 
expedition which achieved the first 
ascent of an 8,000 metre peak. In the 

ensuing 15 years, before his untimely 
climbing death in 1965, Terray enjoyed 
many expeditionary successes in the 
Himalayas, South America and Alaska, 
while still maintaining standing as a 
top professional guide in the European 
Alps. His major overseas ascents  
included Fitzroy, Makalu, Jannu,  
Huntington and many others, all of 
which he richly describes in this  
extraordinary autobiography.

Widely acclaimed after it was first  
published in France in 1961, later  
editions of Conquistadors of the  
Useless included a Foreword by  
renowned American climber and author, 
David Roberts, who described Terray as 
“…the greatest expeditionary moun-
taineer of all time.” Ed Douglas, writing 
for Climber Magazine echoed these 
sentiments: “An outstanding account of 
arguably the greatest Alpine career of 
the 20th century.’ In a 1974 critique of 
climbing memoirs for Ascent Magazine, 
Roberts went further, saying:  
“Conquistadors was the finest example 
of the genre ever written.” 

In his Foreword, Roberts also reveals 
his own role in dispelling false rumours 
that Terray had not actually written 
Conquistadors. Roberts was given ac-
cess to Terray’s files while researching 
his own book on Annapurna, and he and 
his French editor found the  
original manuscript in Terray’s own 
handwriting. David Roberts sat next 
to me signing books at the 2009 Banff 
Mountain Book Festival, and having 
read several of his books and having 
had the opportunity to chat with him on 
that occasion in Banff, and then reading 
his extraordinary opinions of Terray 

Author: Lionel Terray
Published by Vertebrate Press, 
May 2020 
 
Reviewed by Mike Nash 
Caledonia Ramblers

Conquistadors of the Useless:  
From the Alps to Annapurna
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and his work, I jumped at the chance to 
review Conquistadors when Vertebrate
Publishing brought out a new edition in 
2020. 

With Roberts’ tributes in mind, I  
approached Conquistadors with  
caution; it had a lot to live up to.  
Happily, it turned out to be one of the 
most comprehensive and insightful 
mountaineering memoirs that I have 
read. It lays out Terray’s climbing life 
from its earliest inception through to his 
great achievements. 

In well-written, thoughtful prose, he 
gives gripping accounts of many of his 
climbs. He describes what it meant to 
be a professional mountain guide in the 
Alps in the post war years. He discuss-
es his experience as a French alpine 
soldier during the last year of the war: 
his early sense of adventure, mixed with 
compassion and ultimately disgust as 
people on both sides are killed or hurt in 

the fighting. This empathy is also appar-
ent in the opening pages of his chapter 
on Annapurna as he experiences the  
poverty and squalor of 1950  
post-partition India for the first time. 

Anyone who has read Maurice Herzog’s 
ground-breaking work, Annapurna 
will relish Terray’s own account of that 
famous expedition. Terray provides a 
keen description of the people, culture 
and history of Nepal that is unusual 
for that era of mountain literature. For 
Canadian readers, he also gives us an 
enlightening glimpse of life in Quebec 
in 1948-50 from the perspective of a 
newly arrived climbing and ski instruc-
tor from France.

Throughout this very satisfying work, I 
was struck by his extraordinary  
attention to detail, both during the most 
intense climbs and in other narratives. 
Terray provides a rationale for this  
talent in his lead-up to Annapurna: 

“Nature has endowed me with an 
unusual capacity for remembering the 
details of events, and after ten years I 
can still recall almost every moment of 
that journey, even down to our excited 
conversations.” 

In the book’s opening paragraph, after 
briefly sketching his life as a ski cham-
pion, a professional guide, an amateur 
of the greatest climbs in the Alps, and 
a member of many expeditions to the 
Andes and the Himalayas, he comments 
with masterful understatement: “If the 
word has any meaning at all, I am a 
mountaineer.”

~~~~~

‘Conquistadors of the Useless: From 
the Alps to Annapurna’ by Lionel Ter-
ray; Vertebrate Publishing, May 2020; 
480 pages; Paperback; Retail £9.99; 
ISBN 9781912560219; https://ww-
w.v-publishing.co.uk/

Cloudburst Fall/ Winter 2020

Get Involved—Volunteer with the FMCBC!  

Help us protect the backcountry for non-motorized users by  
volunteering a little or a lot—every bit helps!  

We are looking for individuals with skills and/or experience in many different areas 
including fundraising, outreach, grant writing, advocacy and more.   

Let us know your interests and how you can help.

Sign up to volunteer at mountainclubs.org/volunteer
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They foster growth of women in the outdoor industry by building a supportive community of like-minded individuals. Their 
mission is to facilitate encouraging, respectful and lasting mentorship relationships and to foster a comfortable environment to 
develop and elevate skills in the backcountry. Visit their website at www.ascentmentors.ca to join or learn more. 

Ascent Mentorships Society

Carpes Lake
Photo credit: Carol Hunter

NEW MEMBER CLUBS

Learn more about becoming a member at  
mountainclubs.org/membership

They are a voice for local climbers. The Vancouver Climbers Association strives to strengthen the rapport of climbing with the 
local community and land managers and to support new routes, resolve access issues, and provide climber safety education 
and maintenance. Visit their website at www.vanclimbers.com/ to join them or learn more. 

Vancouver Climbers Association

The Prince George Backcountry Recreation Society represents organized nonmotorized outdoor groups, public agencies, and 
individuals, with an interest in non-mechanized use of the backcountry, backcountry trails, and backcountry facilities. They 
also encourage safe backcountry recreation and develop, manage, and maintain backcountry huts and associated trails in the 
Prince George area.

Visit their website at www.pgbrs.org/.ca to join them or learn more. 

Prince George Backcountry Recreation Society
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We’re looking for spring/ summer
action shots for our next cover of Cloudburst! 

Email your entries to  
cloudburst@mountainclubs.org 

Cloudburst 
Cover Photo 

Contest
Cloudburst Fall / Winter 2020

This issue’s cover photo was taken by  
Paul Nita on Mount Unnecessary  
overlooking Howe Sound in BC. 

As the name suggests, the hike to Mount  
Unnecessary consists of a large drop, then gain in 
elevation. The trail really makes you work for the 
360 degree views, but they are worth every step. 
Setting up camp and soaking in the sunset is the 

best way to make sure you never forget the journey.
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FRASER VALLEY
Bear Mountain Trail Society – bearmountaintrailsociety.blogspot.ca
Chilliwack Outdoor Club  – chilliwackoutdoorclub.com
Chilliwack Park Society – chilliwackparksociety.ca
Fraser Valley Climbing Society – https://fvclimbingsociety.com/
Valley Outdoor Association – valleyoutdoor.org

SOUTHERN INTERIOR
Ascent Mentorships Society - https://www.ascentmentors.ca/
Central Okanagan Climbing Association – facebook.com/climbcoca
Columbia Valley Climbing Association – columbiavalleyclimbing.com
Kamloops Hiking Club – kamloopshikingclub.net
Kamloops Outdoor Club –kamloopsoutdoorclub.ca
Kootenay Mountaineering Club – kootenaymountaineeringclub.ca
Penticton Outdoors Club – pentictonoutdoorsclub.ca
Skaha Bluffs Park Watch Society – skahabluffsparkwatch.com
South Okanagan Trail Alliance – southokanagantrailalliance.com
Varsity Outdoors Club Okanagan – ubcsuo.ca/

SOUTHWEST MAINLAND & SEA TO SKY
Alpine Club of Canada (Vancouver Section) – accvancouver.ca
Alpine Club of Canada (Whistler Section) – accwhistler.ca 
Bowen Island Trail Society – bowenislandtrailsociety.ca 
Burnaby Outdoor Club– bowenislandtrailsociety.ca
Friends of Garibaldi Park
Indigenous Women Outdoors - https://www.indigenouswomenoutdoors.ca/
Mountain Mentors – mountainmentors.org
North Shore Hikers Society – northshorehikers.org
North Vancouver Outdoors Club  – northvanoutdoorsclub.ca
SFU Outdoors Club – facebook.com/groups/1481048385508320 
Vancouver Climbers’Association - https://www.vanclimbers.com/
Vancouver Rock Climbing Group – vrcg.ca
Varsity Outdoor Club (UBC) – ubc-voc.com

SUNSHINE COAST - NORTH COAST
Mount Remo Backcountry Society – mtremo.ca
Powell River Parks and Wilderness Society – sunshinecoast-trail.com
Tetrahedron Outdoor Club – tetoutdoor.ca

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ISLANDS
Alberni Valley Outdoor Club  – albernivalleyoutdoorclub.wordpress.com
Comox District Mountaineering Club – comoxhiking.com
Friends of Strathcona Park – friendsofstrathcona.org
Island Mountain Ramblers – islandmountainramblers.com
Outdoor Club of Victoria – ocv.ca
Quadra Island Outdoor Club – qioutdoorclub.org
PR Climbers Access & Development Association (Powell River section) 
Vancouver Island Trail Association – vi-trail.ca
Victoria Outdoor Club Meetup – meetup.com/Victoria-Outdoor-Club

CENTRAL & NORTHERN INTERIOR
Bulkley Backcountry Ski Society – bbss.ca
Caledonia Ramblers – caledoniaramblers.ca 
Chetwynd Outdoors Society – chetoutdoors.wordpress.com
Fraser Headwaters Alliance – fraserheadwaters.org
Hickory Wing Ski Touring Club – tmrs.ca/members/hickory- wing-ski-
touring-club
Prince George Backcountry Recreation Society - https://www.pgbrs.org/
Prince Rupert Backcountry Society - facebook.com/Prince-Rupert-Back-
country-Society-103142157816742
Ozalenka Alpine Club 
Skeena Climbing Society – facebook.com/skeenaclimbingsociety

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
BC Whitewater - bcwhitewater.org
Squamish Access Society – squamishaccess.ca 
Trails Society of BC – trailsbc.ca 

PROVINCE-WIDE CLUBS
Hike BC – hike-bc.org

FMCBC MEMBER CLUBS

• Join a member club or talk to your current club 
about becoming a member

• Make a donation to the FMCBC
• Volunteer your time by joining a regional committee

• Show your support by becoming an Individual or 
Associate Member

• Visit our website to learn about the latest issues  
affecting BC’s backcountry and find out how to help 

Learn more at: mountainclubs.org

Get involved. Take action.
By working with outdoor recreation organizations and industry and government agencies, the Federation of Mountain Clubs 
of BC protects and maintains access for quality non-motorized backcountry recreation in British Columbia’s mountains and 
wilderness areas.  

There are many ways to show your support and make a difference:
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